
Aligning Perceptual Positions by Steve & Connirae Andreas 

1. Resourceful state 

2. Establish rapport 

3. Explain positions and alignment (see table) 

4. Choose situation to align (a specific time with Self and Other person) 

a. Identify the current position for each sensory system VAK (elicitation) 

5. Align Observer (3rd) position (use worksheet) 

6. Check ecology of taking Other (2nd) position. If OK, step into it and notice thoughts, 
intentions, feelings in a way of gathering information.  
Do not align Other position (the other person may actually BE unaligned).   

7. Align Self (1st) position (use worksheet) 

8. Post-Test: “When you think about the situation you aligned, how is it different 
now from the way it used to be?” 

9. Future pace to similar situations: “When you think about the next time you will be 
with that person, what differences do you notice in terms of clarity, 
resourcefulness, respect, objectivity, assertiveness, compassion, forgiveness, 
or understanding?” 

First = Self Seeing through own eyes, eye level with Other.  
Hearing through your own ears.  
Inner voice speaking from own vocal cords (using "I" to refer to Self and 
“you” to refer to Other).  
Feeling only your own feelings inside your body. Feelings are centered.

Second = Other Seeing through the other person's eyes, hearing through their ears, and 
feeling their feelings.

Third = Observer Equal distance from and at the same eye level as Self and Other.  
Voices of Self and Other each come from their source.  
Commentary voice comes from your vocal cords as Observer, referring to 
each person as Her/Him.  
Feelings neutral, objective, compassionate.
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Aligning Perceptual Positions – WORKSHEET (#5) 

See Elicit Align (ask the client to nod)

Gesture where the 2 people are 
in your mind’s eye. Is either one 
closer to you as Observer? 

Let Self and Other move to a position of 
equal distance from you, the Observer…

Are they symmetrically balanced 
on the left and right, or is one 
further to the side? 

Let Self and Other become balanced 
with one to the left and one to the right 
of center in front of you…

Are they eye level with each 
other, or is one higher? 

Are you looking at Self and 
Other at their eye level, or 
looking down/up at them? 

Let Self and Other become eye-level with 
you — the Observer — and eye-level with 
each other …

Are you looking exactly out of 
your eyes or is your viewpoint 
even slightly off of your physical 
eyes as Observer?

Let your viewpoint as Observer move 
exactly inside your physical eyes and 
watch the two of them exactly through 
your own eyes…

Other Sounds Do you hear the voices of both 
your Self and the Other person?  

Where does each voice come 
from?

Hear the voices of Self and Other coming 
from them…

Is your ‘listening point’ exactly 
in your ears as the Observer or 
somewhere else?

Let your listening point move into your 
own physical ears as Observer…

Inner Voice Do you have a Commentary 
voice? 
Where is it speaking from? 

Let your voice flow into your voice area 
as Observer…

What is it saying (ask 1-2 
sample sentences)?

Let your Commentary voice describe the 
situation using ‘s/he’, ‘they’, names… 
(ask for 1-2 sentences to check for 
neutrality) …
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GENERALIZE OBSERVER POSITION 

“Let your unconscious memorize this clean Observer position and make it available 
in appropriate memories in your past …” 

“Let your unconscious notice where and when in the future this clean Observer 
position will be helpful so that you can step into this experience any time you want 
to in the future…” 

#6 - Ecology check if it’s safe to take 2nd position. “Now step into 2nd position. so 
you can see yourself.  Taking the 2nd position, the position of the other person in 
this situation, hear what you hear through the ears of the other person, see what 
you see through the eyes of the other person and feel the feelings this other person 
has in this situation. Notice their thoughts, intentions, and feelings in this 
situation. Just gather that information now. Nod your head to let me know you’ve 
gathered this information.   

#7 - SELF POSITION – “Now, step back into your own body so you see only the 
Other person. See through your own eyes, hear through your own ears, and feel the 
feelings of this situation.” 
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Feel Elicit Align (ask the client to nod)

Where are your feelings located?  

Do you sense they are all yours 
or some/all belong to someone 
else? 

Invite your unconscious to gather up any 
feelings that belong to Self, Other, or to 
someone else.  
Invite your unconscious to let them go 
back to where they belong …

Sense where your center of 
gravity is located 

Allow your center of gravity to become 
centered within your body as Observer …
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See Elicit Align (ask the client to nod)

Gesture where you see the other 
person in space around you

See the other person at eye level. If they 
are actually taller/shorter, you don’t 
need to move them to your height, but 
you can have a sense of looking at them 
at eye level anyway …

Where exactly are you seeing 
from?  

Are you looking exactly out of 
your eyes, or is your viewpoint 
even slightly off? 

Let your viewpoint move exactly inside 
your physical eyes…

Other Sounds Do you hear both your voice and 
the other person’s voice? 

Where does each voice come 
from?

Hear the other’s voice coming from 
him/her.. 

Hear what you say out loud coming 
from your upper chest and throat area 
…

Where is your ‘listening point’?  

Does the sound go into your ears 
or some other area?

Let your listening point move into your 
own physical ears …

Inner Voice Listen for your inner voice. 
Where is it speaking from? 

Let your voice flow into your voice area

What is it saying (ask 1-2 sample 
sentences)? 

Let your inner voice describe the 
situation using ‘I’ and ‘you’

Feel Where are your feelings located? 
Are they centered in your body 
or off-center? 

Allow your feelings to become centered 
through your body.

Do you sense these feelings are 
all yours or some/all belong to 
someone else?

Invite your unconscious to gather up 
any feelings that belong to the other 
person, and allow these feelings to 
naturally flow back to where they belong 
…
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GENERALIZE SELF POSITION 

“Let your unconscious memorize this clean Self position and make it available in 
appropriate memories in your past … Notice what it’s like to experience the 
memory: seeing exactly from your eyes, hearing exactly through your ears, having 
your own voice from your voice area, having your feelings centered within your 
body.” 

“Let your unconscious notice where and when in the future this clean Self position 
will be helpful so that you can step into this experience anytime you want to in the 
future.” 

Return to #8 

8. Post-Test: “When you think about the situation you aligned, how is it different 
now from the way it used to be?” 

9. Future pace to similar situations: “When you think about the next time you will be 
with that person, what differences do you notice in terms of clarity, 
resourcefulness, respect, objectivity, assertiveness, compassion, forgiveness, 
or understanding?”

Feel Elicit Align (ask the client to nod)

Do you sense you have given 
away to the other person any 
feelings that are actually yours?

If you sense there are any feelings that 
belong to you that you have given away 
to others, allow them to flow back into 
you.

Sense where your center of 
gravity is located

Allow your centre of gravity to flow 
into the center of your body.
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